Poznań, April 6th, 2022

MEBLE POLSKA 2022 Furniture Trade Show coming in May
Not in February as originally planned but on 16-19 May 2022, the next edition of MEBLE POLSKA
trade fair - the largest furniture buying platform in Poland - will be held in Poznań. The change of
date was due to the uncertain epidemic situation. Rescheduling the trade fair will ensure that
participants benefit as much as possible from taking part in it.
In the world's top
The MEBLE POLSKA 2022 - Furniture Fair is one of the most effective tools for promoting exports
of Polish furniture which is listed in the elite group of the most important furniture industry trade
fairs in the world. The last edition of this event, held in February 2020 just before the outbreak of
the pandemic, was attended by over 22,000 people from 69 countries. 38 percent of the visitors
were furniture buyers from abroad. In addition to a large group of traders representing the Polish
retail network, the Poznan fair is visited by representatives of most large European buying groups
and furniture chain stores, as well as many furniture wholesale distributors and online traders from
other continents.
The largest exhibition of Polish furniture
The MEBLE POLSKA 2022 Furniture Trade Fair is the world's largest exhibition of the Polish
furniture industry's offer. As usual, they are accompanied by the HOME DECOR Interior Trade Fair.
The exhibition in 2022 looks exceptionally interesting. Most leading Polish furniture
manufacturers, who are interested in increasing their export, have announced their presence in
Poznań. In addition to affordable furniture made of furniture board, the fair will also feature
products made of solid wood and other high-end furniture. The exhibition of upholstered furniture
and mattresses, in the production of which Poland is a world leader, also seems to be interesting.
Following the example of other furniture fairs around the world, a part of the exhibition offered
exclusively to key buyers with the largest purchase budgets will be presented within closed spaces
(so-called secret rooms). Check out detailed information and a list of registered companies here
>>
Free ticket only online
The registration of furniture buyers who wish to participate in the MEBLE POLSKA 2022 Furniture
Trade Fair is now available on the Internet. Visitors from more than 40 countries have already
registered to participate in the event.
Why should I register online? Only online registered representatives of the furniture industry can
receive a free entrance ticket to the trade fair. Pre-registration on the Internet allows you not only
to avoid queues at the entrance to the trade fair, but also to save money. Unlike the electronic

ticket, which is free of charge until 15th May, a handling fee of PLN 50 will be added to the paper
ticket collected at the ticket counter at the entrance to the fair.
Furniture buyers with the greatest shopping potential will traditionally be able to use
a special service, where, apart from free admission to the fair, they will be provided with help in
organising their arrival, accommodation and invitation to a get together party.
Online registration for the MEBLE POLSKA 2022 Furniture Trade Fair >>>
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